
 
 

 

 

5   Ways   To   Make   Sure   You   Take   A   Perfect   Selfie 
 

This   day   in   age   technology   is   essen�al   especially   Smartphones.      When   my   oldest   boys   I   used   to   carry   a   small   camera   in   my   diaper 
bag   so   I   would   be   able   to   capture   those   special   moments   on   the   go.      Thankfully   technology   has   come   a   long   way   since   then   and 
now   camera’s   built   in   Smartphones   you   do   not   have   to   carry   around   a 
separate   camera.  

   Some�mes   this   mama   wants   to   take   a   selfie   with   my   six   children   but   it   has 
been   a   challenge   in   the   past   with   bad   lightening   or   some�mes   someone 
would   get   cut   out   of   the   photo.      Here   are   some   �ps   on   how   to   take   the 
perfect   selfie: 

   Try   to   hold   your   Smartphone   camera   higher   than   your   face   and   not   too   close 
to   your   face.      Also   do   not   to   take   your   photo   from   below   because   your 
propor�ons   may   seem   distorted.      You   may   also   look   like   you   have   a   double 
chin.      No   thank   you!  

   When   taking   a   selfie,   it’s   important   to   get   the   right   angle.   This   pose   can 
lengthen   your   neck.  

   Lightening   is   important.      For   instance   my   Smartphone   will   not   allow   me   to 
use   my   flash   when   taking   a   selfie.      My   selfie’s   have   turned   out   so   dark.       GloLens    will   definitely   lighten   up   your   photo’s!   This 
accessory   lens   illuminates   pictures   at   a   wide   angle.   The   three   light   se�ngs   go   from   morning   coffee   to   midnight   sleepovers   or 
dance   par�es.   Plus   it’s   a   perfect   a�achment   for   most   tablets   too. 

I   used   to   think   selfie   s�cks   were   silly   but   they   work!   A   selfie   s�ck   allows   you   to   move   the   smartphone   further   away   which   can 
reduce   a   lot   of   your   arm   extended   in   the   image.      You   do   not   want   your   arm   to   photo   bomb   your   photo!  

   If   you   are   taking   solo   camera   shots   center   them   so   they   are   not   appearing   off   balance   however,   it’s   perfectly   fine   if   you   if   you   are 
not   centered   if   you   are   including   landmarks,   etc.   in   your   photo.  

   Each   GloLens   comes   with   a   carrying   case   and   USB   charging   cable.   The   12   LED   bulbs   enhance   every   scene.   Shooters   can   adjust   up 
to   three   brightness   levels.   Easy   to   use   by   simply   clipping   over   your   camera   on   your   Smartphone! 

Available   in   3   colors   (rose   gold,   gold   or   silver).    GloLens    are   available   for   purchase   for   $22.00.      What   a   perfect   stocking   stuffer! 
Visit   Fashionit   online   and   grab   free   shipping   for   orders   online   over   $50   with   code:   FreeShipping50.      Be   sure   to   check   out 
Fashionit’s    site   for   all   the   other   cool   products   they   offer!  
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